I T L E A D E RS I M P ROV I N G CO L L A B O R AT I O N
WITH THE POWER OF PRINT
How print supports hybrid working styles in
Architecture, Engineering, and Construction

When COVID-19 broke out in early 2020, traditional office
environments and face-to-face meetings suddenly became
health hazards. And in this new hybrid working reality, people
looked for innovative ways of exchanging ideas and information
with colleagues and clients. IT leaders and their teams were
called upon to find solutions. And while digital tools helped
paper over the cracks, it’s generally agreed that collaboration
has suffered.
The problem is intensified in Architecture, Engineering,
and Construction (AEC), a particularly fragmented industry.
In typical projects, teams of specialists that may have no
shared history are brought together. This results in inefficient
exchanges of information and ideas that waste time and
money, making it more difficult to gain ground on priorities
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like sustainability and equity. But breakthroughs will come
through collaboration, so the responsibility for IT leaders is to
provide seamless technology that enables AEC professionals
to solve the infrastructure problems of tomorrow, together.
Printing out work, poring over it with colleagues, and marking it
up with a pencil, are still critical elements for successful design.
With HP large format printing technology, you can create the
real ‘moment’ where people come together, ideas are born,
and challenges solved.
In addition, print is still a must-have onsite. Project managers
and supers will not proceed without paper instructions in their
hands. HP plotters mean you can get from design to print
seamlessly, securely, and accurately.

Q: What is the role of print technology in the age
of Building Information Modeling (BIM)?
The pandemic has accelerated the adoption of BIM in AEC.
Taking in visualization, components, specification, digital
twins, and more, BIM allows for digital collaboration between
stakeholders in real time. IT leaders can expect to integrate BIM
into ways of working across industries. But zooming in and out
of designs on-screen offers a limited view of a design. Print is
still required for a more complete view of a project, to mark it
up and amend.

The power of BIM is realized when collaborative designs
become real—when they’re printed out, shared, and put
in the hands of project managers and supers onsite.
HP’s large format printers interface seamlessly with modern
BIM software, minimizing print set-up time and information
lost between the design software and printed PDF, giving
IT professionals one less thing to think about.

Q: How does print support more digital ways of working?
IT leaders are increasingly tasked with providing seamless,
reliable, and secure access for AEC professionals that
need digital tools to communicate, collaborate, and drive
efficiencies—from mobiles and tablets onsite to Zoom,
Slack, CAD and BIM remotely.
Print may seem like legacy technology in this context, but its
role is undiminished. Designs are printed in a large format to
flesh out the details and give project collaborators a complete
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view away from a screen. And projects don’t start without
project managers and supers having paper instructions in
their hand for each phase of the process.
HP DesignJet and PageWide XL plotters are designed to
support digital collaboration—they integrate seamlessly with
BIM software, offer strong endpoint security, and help reduce
friction between stakeholders.

Q: How can print be used to work more collaboratively?
In the age of hybrid working and digital transformation, it may
be unclear to IT leaders why they should prioritize print—the
physical manifestation of a digital design—to aid collaboration.
In fact, print brings people together, round a tangible object,
in a three-dimensional space. It provides a real moment of
face-to-face interaction that’s invaluable for idea generation,
problem solving, and project progress. It creates an occasion
that has the power to change perception and improve work.
In other words, print is integral to better collaboration and
better outcomes.
When collaborating remotely, HP printers have the advantage
that they integrate easily with your software, across your VPN
or cloud environment, making sure the transfer of information
is seamless.
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Meanwhile, multifunction plotters like HP DesginJet and
PageWide XL and their respective scanners, can enable far
greater collaboration with smart interfaces, giving teams instant
access to shared folders to print, copy, scan, and share from
a single device. Design and build become more efficient and
effective, whilst a whole digital ecosystem of tools helps you
manage all your devices—in all the places you can’t be.
And with advanced security features, they make collaboration
safe, so you can enable your AEC colleagues to redesign
and rebuild the world ready for the challenges of today
with confidence.

Collaboration is the heart of the built environment
To build a better world, AEC professionals need a culture
where big ideas can grow, teams can learn from each other,
and industry veterans can inspire a new generation.
They need to overcome a fragmented industry that has been
slow to adapt to the digital world and create a hybrid, flexible,
interconnected ecosystem: one where people have the tools
they need to work together. And that’s where today’s IT
leaders come in. By combining print solutions with versatile

digital infrastructure, AEC IT leaders are uniquely positioned
to push the sector forward and bring people together, giving
them opportunities to overcome the built environment’s
challenges. Collaboration needs to be at the heart of how
we design and build. Blending tangible print experiences with
digital flexibility will make sure AEC professionals are ready to
change the world.
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